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Development of fault pattern in the Silesian Nappe:
Eastern Outer Carpathians, Poland
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Rubinkiewicz J. (2000)- L)cvclopmcnt of fault pattcrn in thc Silcsian Nappc: Eastcrn Outcr Carpathians, Poland. Gcoi. Quart., 44 (4):
391403, Wan?awa,
Thc development of fault pattcrn in thc SiIcsian Nappc (Ccntral Carpathian Depression) in thc castcrn part of Polish Outcr Carpalh~ansis
outlined, from ficld obscrvations and intcrprctation of air photos and radar images. Fault slip analysis and palacostrcss rcconsbuction
was applied to dctcrminc diffcrcnt systcms of strikc-slip, rcvcrsc and normal faults and ihcrelativc agc of cach systcm was dctcrmincd.
Thcrcsulrs show a consistent cvolution of fault systcms which occurrcd as scvcral cpisodw Somc o f these cpisodcs arc local but othcrs
rcprcscnt n rcgional pattcrn of faulting across the whole Polish Eastcrn Outcr Carpatl~ians.Thc bcginningof RuIt cvolution took placc in
Latc Oligoccnc to Latc Mioccnc timcs. Thc oldcst phasc is rcprescntcd by rcversc and thrust faults of systcm R1with S W N E comprcssion: a youngcr phasc involvcs origination of strike-slip faults belonging to systcrn SI (with thc samc direction of compression). Rcvcrsc
(system R2)andseike-sIip(systcrn S2) faults W C ~ Cfarmcd locally during aN-S compressional cvcnt. Dcxtml strikc-sllp faults of systcm
S3wilh simultanous opcning of a dcxtral sct of fault system SI originatcd subscqucntly. Thc youngcst cvcnts arc rcprcscntcd by normal
faults NI,N h and N1systems during NWSE,and SW-NE to N-S cxtcnsion.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper analyses fault pattern using mesostructural data
coIlected h m natural and artificial outcrops in order to reconstruct the sm~ctlwalevolution of the Silesian Nappe in its
southeastern part in the Bieszczady Mts. (Fig. 1). It follows investigations on small-scale structures from the m a
(Rtlbinkiewic;., 1998).
The study area lies within one tectonic unit -the Central
Carpathian Depression (Tohitiski, 1933) - comprising here
the Oligocene-Miocene Krosna Formation (see Wdowian,
1985). Several sliced, thrust4 one to another folds occur in the
area. &cent investigations show that in most cases they are anticlinal forms with sloping, widely outcropping southwestern
upper limbs. Otltcrops of the steep, northeastern lower limbs
are narrow and typically cut by large overthrusts (Fig. IB),
along which the anticlines are thrust over similar folds of the
forefield. The regional fold axes and the stretching of the main
h i s t s are directedNW-SE in the part of the Silesian Nappe investigatd (Ksiz@kiewicz, 1972).

Faults different in scale a= common across the Outer
Carpathians. Detailed analysis of fault pattern was carried out
by Decker er al. (1997) in the western part of Polish Outer
Carpathians, and this indicated polyphase faulting. Other papers describe EauIts fiom the Mszana Dolna tectonic window
(Mastella, 1988) and the Babia Gha region (Aleksandrowski,
1989), which occur within the Magura Nappe. The structural
evolution of the Romanian Carpathians,including its fault development, was described by Manteo and Bertotti (2000). No
detailed stnrctural analysis with m s s field reconshction has
yet been carried out: in this part of the Si'lesian Nappe. Regional
papers (Opolski, 1930; $lqczka, 1968; Gucik et al., 198%
Wdowiarz, 1980, 1985) present a generalised geological setting along with discussions on the main tectonic stn~ctures.
The
fault pattern hm also been analysed h m radar bees
(Mastella and Szynkaruk, 1999).
METHODOLOGY
The analysis is based on a new 1:25,000geoIogica1 map of
the area (Rubinkiewicz,1999). Faults were interpretedfrom air

photos and radm images. lhh collected in the field incIuded
thzlt on faults ~ & lateoutmop. Fracture cleavage,interbedded

generations of faultsI their f i v e age as well as l3te probable
conjugate relation of particular associations were defermined
The geomeby of such fault displacements were first

slip and series of en mhelon hctma were inseparately. Initially, the fieldwork comprised M s d observations dmrhd by Anderson (1951). Numerid m e t h h incIu&
at outcrop, including the lithology and ori-W
of beddmg hose appliedby hgelier (1979), Etchempar (1981) or Reches
and fault planes, hult-refated mindisation and the magai- (1987), while graphic methods were used by M a u d (1969),
'd
(1985) and Lisfe (1 987) (see Angelier, 1994
tude, direction and sense of fault movement (Petif, 1987). Fal- ALi
Iowing Saroszewski (1980, 1984) and D a k and J m s m k i for a fullaccount ofm h d s used in fault displacement d y (1994),fhe following types of hults were distinguished:nor- sis).
T d c s F P s o h P t e r and Acs, 1999)was used for
mal, strike-slip3reverse, obliqwslip, neoformed, reactivated,
ductile and KttIe, together with their relalion to other s h w - structud data amIyis, parhuhly ofhult slip. The fmtphase
tures ljoints and minor folds) at outmqp. In cases of several of data ~rocessingimluded preparation of plots of fault slip
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data from each outcrop and of the senses of displacement. The
method of Angelier (1 979, presenting the fault planes as great
circles and the orientation of slickenlines in form of points with
arrows showing the sense of dip of the upthrow block, was
appIied (Fig.2). A11 hagt-ams are in a lower hemisphere projection.Selectcd diagrams are shown here to illustrate the particular systcms and sets of fauIts.
Tlie data sets, shown on particuIar diagrams from outcrops,
are typically non-uniform (Fig. 2A), and so wercl stibscquently
separatd into uniform sub-sets (Fig. 2B). The stress and strain
fields, in which the systems and sets of faults were generated,
were then analysed. In the case of sets of conjugate faults, the
v a l ~ ~ofe the shear angle O and orientation of the principal
stress axes O I , ~~3~ were
,
determinedusing the method of rectangular sectors (Dihedra, P-T axes -Turner, 1953, an inversion methd (Angelier and Gougel, 1979; Sperner and
Ratschbacher, 1993) as well as the numeric dynamic analysis
method (FdDA-Spang, 1972). Next, compression and extension directions were determined, along with their regional variability. Finally, stages of the development of particular fault
sets and systems were determined and their relative age was interpreted.
Three main tectonic regimes of fault development (Fig. 3)
differingin the orimtation of the main stress axes (oI
> q >03)
are distinguished in the subst~flaoepartoftbe W h ' s crust (Anderson, 1951). The first is chmcterised by the development of
reverse fad& (0,
-horizontal, 03 -vertical), the second by
the development of strike-slip faults ( s l and q -horizontal),
and the third by normal faults (csl -vertical, 03 -horizontal).
Systems of oblique-slip fatilts are rare. The wrnmonly used
geometric subdivision of faults into diagonal, parallel and perpendic~darin relation to the orientation ofregional axes of folds
and overthnists was applied in the paper.

FAULTS

Data were collected in 35 o~ltcmpsevenly distributed in the
investigated area (Fig. IB). In most cases they include small
faulm with dsplacements not exceeding several metres. Large
dislocation zones were observed jn many outcrops, characteri s d by the occurrence of breccia and cataclasite zones ~ r pto
s e v m l metres across as well as by strong folding of rocks directly adjacent to the fault zone. Analysis shouId be cautious in
these zones, as many of the small-scale faults occ~irringthere
are of a second order in relation to the main dislocation.Abrupt
changes of sbike resulting fiom drag folds testify to the close
presence of the fault zone.
Most outcrops with fa111ts occur within relatively ductile
shale and shalesandstone units (by comparison with Itnits of
thick-bedded sandstones).
The direction and sense of the fauIt displacement was determined on the basis of structures present on the fault surface or
in it^ direct neighbowhood. Typically these included slickensides with calcite coats with distinct steps and slickenlines. Ocmmence of other structures depends on the type of fault and is
described below.

younger

Fig. 2: A - Angclicr plot illustrating fault slip data (cqual arca, Iowa
hcmisphcrc pmjmtion - used in thc cntirc papcr); B - Diagrams aftcr
manual sorting o f fault slip dab

Lower right corncr of diagram - numbcr of mcasurcmcnts, uppcr right
corncr of diagram -numbm of fault mcasurcment stations

A total of 545 fault planes were measured, 52% of which
included strikeslip faults, 25% reverse faults, 16% normal
fardts and 7% oblique-slip fardts.
STRIKE-SLIP FAULTS (S)

Strike-slip faults, that is faults with max 10" deflection of
slickenlines from the horizontal, prevail among small faults o b
served in outcrops. Although strike-slip faults are observed in
different tectonic situations and in different parts of the Krosno
beds, their outcrops are concentrated mainly within overthn~st
zones (Fig. 4).
Beside slickensides, the direction and sense of slip of
strike-slip faults wcre determined on the basis of drag folds
pig. 5A and 6A) and folds with v d c a l axes, and in britrle
rocks, i.e, sandstones, on the basis of low-angle Riedel shears,
situated at about 20" in relation to the main fault plane (Fig.
513). In zones of Earger fa~~Its,
small shears, sihiated ca. 20-35"
in relation to the strike of the main fault zone, were often observed, which comprise typical feather fractures (Dadlez and
Jaroszewski, 1994). Small contractional strike-slip driplexes
were common in ductile beds, while comparable extentional
structures occurring in more brittlle sandstone units were most
rarely observed (Fig. SC,D).All thesc structures can be observed along single fault zones, and their occurrence depends
on the lithology of rocks and on local deformation conditions.
The observed length of strike-slip faults is variabIe. The
longest can be traced for several hundreds ofmetres, based on
analysis of air photos and radar images, while their wide deformation zones, breccia and cataclasites are present in oritcrops

d i s e d fractures or accompanyingfaults occur at ends of faults
(Fig. 6D).
Two sets of diagonally intersecting strike-slip sets with opposing senses of displacement (dexa-dl and sinistral) can often
be observed in individual outcrops. They compose a conjugate
system, for which the magnitude of shear angle and the orientations of main stress axes can be determined.
Three systems of strikeslip faults have been distinguished
in the area investigated.
SYSTEM S 1

Pig. 3. Tectonic regimcs in rclation to fault systcms: A-camprcssion rcvcrsc faults, B - compression - strike-slip fauIuI$, C - cxtcnsion normal faults

within &earns. The length of strike-slip faults observed in
outcrops does not e x d a dozen or so metres, typically several
metres. Faults often lie en echelon, supplying additional criteria
for determining the sense of displacement.
The scale of horizontal displacement of slrik~slipfaults
observed in outcrops varies from a dozen or so centimeires
(Figs. 5, 6) to 1 rn. Larger displacements can be d8d11d from
lithological contrasts in both walls, and in the case of Edults interpreted fim radar images (archive of Polish Geological Institute) this displacement may reach several hundred metres.
Planes of strike-slip faults are typically vertical or very
steep (dip T&9O0). Some faults disappear in beds of ductile
shales (Fig. 6A). Far~Itsdisappearing on non-ductile bed sutfaces (Fig. 6B) as well as transitional to interbedded slip in
cases of acute angles between fault and bed strike (Fig.6C)
have also been observed. OccasionaIly, secondary, often min-

Sets of faults diagonal in relation to the orientation of the
main NW-SE structural direction have been observed in many
outcrops, where the dextral set has an azimuth of 10-30" and
the sinistral set an azimuth of 6 0 4 5 " . Typically both sets occur
in individual outcrops (Fig, 7A, C), however, in some cases,
one of the sets dominates (Fig. 7B). The shear angle O value
(Fig. 81, measured in wcposures varies between 23 and 34"with
vaIt~esof 24 and 32" dominant, and does not depend on lithology. However, fault surfaces can often be curved (Fig. 6C),
therefore valum of this angle can vary sIightly even wi~hinone
exposure. Values obtained of the shear angle are similar to
those previously noted (i.e, Dadlez and Jamszewski, 1994, p.
72). In cases when the compleinentary set was lacking, the orientation of ~1 swss was tentatively reconsm~ctedon the basis
of shear angle 8 value. For this system the axis of the 01 stress
has the azimuths of 15" (SSW-NNE) and 46" (SW-NE).
Typically the dextral set is more mineralised. Secondary
calcite overgrowths with well deveIoped drusy crystals occtr
there. The increased migration of hydrothermal solutions could
resuIt from wider opening of fissures of this fault set, which in
turn suggests extensional conditions in the later phase of their
development linked with the formation of system S3.
Faults of this system, occurring in shale-dominated units,
do not use earlier discontinuity surfaces and attenuated zones in
rocks, and so can be treated as neofomed faults. Sporadic reactivated slides were observed in thick- and medium-bedded
sandstones diagonaIjoint planes (Rubinkiewicz, 1998), the orientation of which is similar to the orientation of the diagonal
fault sets.
The analysed sets cut folds and overthrusts as well as the
observed small-scale reversed fmllts, as inferred from analysis
of intersection relations in the field and on maps, thus they are
obviously younger than the phase of devel9pment of the main
tectonic sfmchrres in the region. The pattern of orientation of
small-scale faults representing this system is identical with the
pattern of large faults interpreted from radar images (Fig, 9), as
well as with the interpretation of Mastella and Szynkmk
(1999) for this region. System SI resiilted from SW-NE and
SSW-NNE compression (tectonic shortening).
SYSTEM $1

In the southern part of the area near Kahica (Fig. 4) a local
change in the axes of regional st~~ctures
to longitudinal is observed. This takes place in the Fore-Dukla zone as well as in the
Cenlral Carpathian Depression near the overthrust sqarating
the two units. Sets of conjugate faults occur here, intersecting
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Fig.4. Main directions of compression and strikrsslip movements inkrrcd from strike-slip faults
For othcr explanations scc Fig. 1

SYSTEM S j
each other at ca. GOo, oriented differently to those of system S1.
Sinistral faults are oriented at an average of 20-45', and dextral
Sets of longitudinal dextral (dominant) and locally sinistral
fht~ltsat 140-1 60'. This resulted from their development in a
striksslip
faults,paralleI to, or at low angk to, the orientation
s-s
field characterised by crl orientation and an azimuth of0"
of
the regional structures in the area havc been observed south
(Fig. 7C).
Reactivation of dextral faults of system S1 by sinistralfaults of the Mokre-Zachoczewie line (Fig. 43, typically in overthrust
of system Sz is obsemed in some outcrops. This development zones. Strikes of fault surfaces vary between 90 and 14S0, with
can be linked with a local change of the stmcttual pattern, prob- a prevalence of faults with a strike of 130". In some outcrops
ably caused by a change in the direction of overthrusting ofthe both sets are present, arid the O angle of this pair is smaller (Fig.
EoreDukla unit. This took place later than the formation of the 7D)than in the case of diagonal faults and varies between 17
main kctonic structures in the area, as well as after the domi- and 25'. This suggests their formation in a stress field with an
nant SI system of diagonal faults. This system developed dur- incrased role of extension (analogous with hybrid shears Wancock, 1985), which was probably caused by more brittle
ing N-S compression.
failure in Iow pressure conditions.
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sandstones

Fig. 5. Examplcs of structures for determining sense of slip for strike-slip
TauIts (map vicw): A -drag folds with stccply dipping axes, B -Ricdcl
shcars (R), C -extensional duplcxcs, D - contractional duplcxcs

Fault surfaces are not always vertical; in some cases they
dip at 45-70" to the NE and SW. This is caused by displacement t h n g place along earlier reversed fault nu-faces, thus
these are reactivated faults.
The observed temporal succession suggests that they
formed after the faults of systems S, and S2. Their development
is Linked with indefinite strike-slipmovements generally talung
place along overthnlsts.

the fault gefxsteeper (Fig. 11A, B). Thus the dip angles of fault
planes reveal a considerable variq, although fault sets with
dips between 20 and 55" southwards dominate (Fig. 12).
Steeping of reverse fault planes towards the surface may
indicate the existence of overthrusts forming imbricate &ucnuts (see Mastella, 1988; Dadlez and Jarosmski, 1W4),originating due to branching of secondaq ovcrthsts from a
sloping dmllement suhce.
The disappearance of such faults typically results either
from gradual steeping of the fault surface, branching into secondary fauIts (Fig. 11A) or from the formation of a fold over
the end of the fault pig. 11E), referred to as the fault propagation fold.
Sets of conjugate reverse faults were determined and rneasuted mly in some outcrops (is. Fig. 11C)thorefore the mientation of the axes of the marginal main stresses can be
determined approximately. The O angle values vary between
20 end 40°,very o h attaining different values even within
one exposure, which results from the earlier steepening of fault
planes described above.
Two systems of a regular sbuctural pattern f m e d by small
reverse faults can be distinguished on the basis of the data collected.
SYSTEM RI

Longitudinal faults with strikes parallel to the direction of
regional struchlres in the area (azimuth 110130")and SW dips
prevail in the exposures.Sets of small-scale reverse overthnlsts
with NE dips are rare (Fig. 1-1C). In some cases doping
overthrust swfaces with variable S and N dips were observed
within one outcrop (Fig. 12C). This o h points to the existence of sloping normal and reverse faults, typical for onc slip
surface or for the occurrence of R and P shears (Dadlez and

REVERSE FAULTS (R)

Outcrops with reverse small-scale fiults are concentmted in
overthrust zones and their neighbourhood (Fig. 10). This group
cornpiism reverse faults with displacement angles not exceeding 20' to the dip.
The direction and sense of displacement for reverse fau1Ts
was determined on the basis of tectoglyphs on slickenside stwfaces and the drag folds. The vergence and geometry of folds
neat overthrusts were also analysed (Fig. 11A, B). Shale-rich

units yield folds characterised by a variable parallel and
disharmonic geomefq (Fig. 11A), while non-ductile beds are
folded in larger, more concentricforms. In both cases the direction perpendicular to the fold axis q m s e n t s the direction of
dqdacement, and the vergency of folds is its sense.
Typically small parts of the reverse fault plane or small
overthrusts are present in ot~tcrops.Small-scale reverse faults,
truncating the beds and disappearing in thc surro~~nding
shales,
are present in steeply inclind sandstonebeds, while the sloping
sandstone beds lack shears, which pass into flexural slips.
In the analysed group of small-scalefaults the displacement
varies between severaI to over a dozen m m . In some cases

Fig,6.Exnmplcs of strib-slip fault accomodation (map vicw): A-disappcarancc in shalcs, E -diaappcarancc on ncuhal surfacc, C - transition
to intcrbodded slip, D -secondary frncturcs at thc cnd of fault

I
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Jaroszewski, 1994, p. 841, accompanying the main dislocation.
PracticalIy all observed reverse faults are mineralis4 with calcite. The system originated during SW-NE and SSW-NNE
compression (Fig. 1 O),
Fadts of this system originated after the formation of the
main regional folds, when fcatber tectonic shortening due to
foI&ng h r n bending was no longer possible. This is suggested
by the identical orientation of overthwts and reverse faults in
upper and lower limbs of regional folds,
SYSTEM Rr

Locally (Fig. 101, near rhe ovehst ofthe Fore-Dukla unit
neat Kalnica (see system SZ), a set of reverse faults with strikes
befween75 and 110"and southm dips was observed. In places
its conjugate equivalent with similar strikes and with northern
dips co-occm. System Rzis distinguishedonly in this area, and
so its formation i s probably connect4 with a local W-E trend
in he course of regional s t n u : W . The faults are cut by
shikeslip faults of system S2;they are thus older, although they
also developed due to N-S compression (Fig. I=), although
with a different orientation of the principal stress axes.
The observed systems of reverse fauIts are mainly
neoformed f;luIB. In later phases their planes were reactivated
as strikeslip or normal faults.
NORMAL FAULTS IN)

This group includes fauIts distinguished on similar criteria
of displacement direction as reverse !&fits, however with an
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Fig. 8. Fluctuation graph o f O angte for system SI of conjugate strike-slip
faults

opposite sense. Small-scale normal faults are much rarer ban
reverse faults. They typically occur with other generations of
faults, partimlafly with reverse faults (Fig. 101,
The senses and directions of the displacements were
cally determined on the basis of drag folds (Fig. 1 1 D), low angle Riedel shears (Fig. 11E) and the displacement of strata in
both fault sides.
The displacement of the normal fadB investigated varies
Erom several centimetres to several m a s . Cataclasites and
breccia (Fig. 1 1 F) accompany some faults, whch may Term en
echelon arrays.
In some outcrops, normal faults occur in two sets with o g
posite senses (Fig. 1 IE), forming a conjugate system. Their
mutual disappearance is observed on surfaces of the complementary set, Minor calcite mineralisation occurs dong these
faults.
A great variety is observed in the angles of dip of the normal faultplanes, from vertical or very steep (dip angles 50-90")
to gentry sloping (dip mgIes 1545"). This results from their
shovel shape, causing dip to vary even within one exposure.
aJle pattern of normal faults is compIicated in comparison
with other systems, comprising at least three systems of faults,
which can c@occur within one outcrop (Fig. 10 - Oslawa
river).

wi-

SYSTEM NI

The fmtgroup incIudes sets of transverse faults, locally diagonal in relation to the orientation of axes of the regiond
structures (Fig. 12D),with strikes of 20-60" and s t e q dips of
50-90' towards the NW and SE, forming a conjugate system.
Their exposures are concentrated in the southwestern part of
the area (Fig. 10). These faults also intersect reverse faults of
system R1and diagonal strike-slip faults of system S1. They
most probably represent the NW-SE extension phase. Some of
the faults are neoformed, whle a part of them reactivates earlier
planes of diagonal strike-slip faults of system S1.
SYSTEM Nz

Fig. 7.Examples of diagrams ofstri kc-slip faults: A- sys tern SI of conjugate faults, formod during SW-NE compression,B
example of domination of one faui t set, formed during SW-NH cornprcssion,C -systcm SI
ofconjugate faults, formed during local S-N comprcssion, D-system S,
ofconjugate faults, fomed during N W-SE compression with predominant
dextral faults

-

For other cxplanations see Fig. 2

The second system, evenly distributed on the investigated
area (Fig. 10) comprises lmgitudinal normal faults characterised by a mean strike of 110-14Q0.One or two systems (Fig.
12E) of conjugate faults occur,characterised by variable dips
towards the NE and SW. In most cases they include reactivated
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The earliest pre-folding development phase is represented
by syasedimentary faults observed in the youngest flysch
members, l o d l y dated as Early Miocene (Malata, pers.
comm.), however due to insficient data the dirixtions of extension within the sedimentarybasin have not been determined.
Flysch sedimentation, which terminated in the Late Oligocene,
was followed by folding (khczka, 1996), and this resulted in
the development of regional folds.
During the initial folding phase, flysch masses were transported along large overthrustswith the simultaneous formation
of NE verging regional folds. Secondary everthrusts developed
fiorn
these Iarge overthrusts Fig. 13)- They formed along the
Fig. 8. Rosc diagram of skikc-slip fautts interprctcd from d z u imagcs
axial planes of synclines (Rubinkiewicz,1999), cutting lower
limbs of the regional antidines and steepening towards the surface (Fig. 13). This led to the formation of an imbricate system
faults, using surfaces of longitudinal reverse faults, and so they (Fig. 13), typical of the tectonic pattern of this part of the Cenoften dip at low angles (Fig. 12E). Very steeply dipping sets tral Carpathian Depression, The fmation of such sh-wlmes
tend to be neofomed, cutking reverse faults of system Rl and depends on the lithology of the Krosne beds, composed largely
diagonal strike-slip faults of system S1. Therefore this system oimedium- and thick-bedded competent sandstones,thus leadformed in a younger phase of SW-NE extension.
ing to the formation of regular regional fold smchlres. More
complicated tectonic deformations m u locally in shale-rich
SYSTEM K
units and situated near various tectonic dislocations such as
strike-slip faults.
This group comprises seb of diagonal faults with strikes of
Reverse faults and overthrusts of system R,originated as
80-100° and typically low-angle dips of 10-35" towards the N
secondary sbuctures in zones of the steepening overthrust
and S. Their occurrence in the area is completely random (Fig.
planes, as well as in their direct forefield. Analysis of the s ~ a h
10). Similarly to the previous ones, they are younger than the
field From exposures points to their origination during SW-NE
reverse and strike-slip faults, and formed d~ringN-S, or in
cumpression.
some cases NNE-SSW extension.
During the final phase, steepening of overthrusts caused
Intersecting relations show that these normal faults are
termination of the slide and further tectonic shortening,which
younger than strike-slip and reverse faults. None of these
led to switch in orientation of the intermediate and the least
gro~lpsof faults dominates,According to Reches (1983), a sub
principal stresses and the firmation of diagonal shike-sIip
sequent development of discontinuous structures with a differfaults of system St, cutting overthrusts.They were formeddurent deformation direction (i.e. variable 0 3 orientation, constant ing the same SW-NE compressian. These fault systems are
01 orientation) can take place in a hiaxial stress fieId. Thus,
neofomd, though some of them may also have ~ ~ t i l i earlier
sd
faults of systems Nzand N3may have originated during one de- attenuated and failure planes in the flysch complex, i.e. from
formation phase.
the phase of diagonal joint formation (Rubinkiewiu, 1998).
After the formation of these fault systems, a local change in
OBLIQUE-SLIP FAULTS
the orientation in regional s t r r ~ c t took
~ ~ ~place,
~ s caused most
probably by a change in the thrusting direction of the ForeFaults of this group comprise onIy a small part ofthe faults Dukla unit. This res~lltedin the formation of o v ~ ~ sand
t sr e
measured in outcrops. They are characteriscd by a variable ori- verse faults of system R2in the vicinity of Kalnica (Fig. 4), folentation and do not form uniform sets, ''Reverse" and "normal"
lowed by strikeslip faults of system Sz, of which some
faults were observed in this p u p .
reactivated faults of system Sf.Both systems originated during
Two cases of the occurrence of these faults are worth men- local N-S compression.
tioning. The continuous change of line orientation within one
The next phase is connected with the reactivation of
fauIt plane may indicate a gradual change of direction of rela- overthrusts of system RI. Longitudinal, usually dextral faults
tive block movement (see Jaroszewslu, 19681, caused by unof system S3,suggesting a phase of strike-slip movement along
laown locaI factors. In the second case, oblique-slip faults, the planes of the main overthrusts, were observed dong
which after remdeformation against: bedding position tlun out overthrusts of system R1or in their direct vicinity. Tbey were
to be normal faults, have been observed in the youngest part o f formed mainly in the southem part of the area investigated (Fig.
the Krosno beds. A variable thickness of the same beds was ob- 4). Opening of pre-existing fault fissures and secondary minerserved dong both sides of the fault, as well as variable slip, in- alisation of dextral fa& of system S1 also took place during
dicating that the faults might be synsedimentary, representing a this phase, pointing th~wto secondary extension during simple
pre-folding phase.
shearing (Fig. 14). Dominantly dexbal movements o i this type
were noted e.g. at the boundary between the Magura and
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REVERSE FAULTS:

NORMAL FAULTS:

0Central Carpathian Dep~ession

systems N, and N,:

nFore-Dukla unit

Fig. 10. Main directions of cornprcssion and cxtcnsion infcrrod from rcversc and normal faults

Silesian nappes (Decker er al.,1999) and dated as post-Middle
Miocene.
A decrease of horizontal compression during the initial
phase of the post-orogenic heave of the Carpathians resulted in
the possibility of stretching the flysch complex Transvase
normal faults of system Nr were formed in this phase (Fig, 14).
They cut ov-q
of systm R1as well as strikeslip faults of
system &, the latter being locally reactivated. This testifies for
a younger phase ofdeformation Iinked with NW-SE extension,
thereforeparaIlel to the cotuse of the regional structures. Faults

of this system have been observed mainly in B e southwestern
part of the area investigated, where the tectonic deformation is
most intense.
Most probably, the last, youngest phase of fault development took aIso place in the later phase of the post-orogenic
heave of the Carpathians, however without horizontal compression. This resulted in the formation of longitudinal normal
faults of systems Nz and N3,wbich locally utiljsd planes of
earlier reverse faults of system R,. Additionally, steep
neoformed faults originated,

Jacek Rubinkicwicz
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he fault pattem and the assuciated phases of compression and
extension.
Analysis of the fault pattern in the investigated area of the
Central Carpathian Depression has indicated several phases of
fit~ltdevelopment.
Regional SW-NE compression resulted in the development
of the foIlowing fault systems (Fig. 14):
Phase I. Development of a set of reverse overthrusts and
faults (system R,),forming an imbricate structure, cutting regional folds, in a stress field characterised by al,02 -horizontal, a3-vertical dtring the terminal folding phase.
Phase 11. Formation of diagonal strike-slip fa~llts(system
S1), cutting folds and overthrusts in a stress field cbaracterised
by rrl, ~3
horizontal, 01 -vertical.
Change of compression into N S pig. 15)resulted in the local reorientation of regional shctural directions, causing the
following phases to develop:

-

Fig. 1 1. Examplcsof outcrops with wcrsc (A-C) and normal (D-F) faults
(cross-section): A -abovcrtl~rustmne with secondaty structurcs rclatcd
to main ovcrthrust, B -fault propagation fold, C -system of conjugate
rcvcrsc faults, D -sct of normal folds with drag structurcs, E -system of
conjugate normal faults, I?- en echelo~rarray of normal fauIts

Two phases of calcite mineralisation of different age have
been disting~~ished
in the fault zones investigated. Earlier,
syn-kinematic tnineralisation is more common and took pIace
during the formation of all fault types. Numerous slickensides
originated then. Later, post-hnernatic mineralisation fonned
secondary calcite overgrowths on fault planes, usually growing
over earlier-formed slickensides. Such secondaty mineralisation is present w planes of the dextral fault set of system ST.
Zones of reverse faults are ustlally most mineralised, of
strike-slip faults to a lesser degree, while zones of n o m I faults
are typically least minmalised. This is probably due to deeper
penetration of flysch masses by reverse and strike-slipfaults, so
the migration of hydrothermal solutions was facilitated Such
mineraIisation may have taken place recently (Gruszc&ski
and Mastella, 1986), as testified to by the occurrence of
travertines in m e s of reverse faults.
CONCLUSIONS

The fault pattern in the investigated area of the Silesian
Nappe comprises several systems and sets of faults. Each of
them has a stable orientation in relation to the strike of the main
tectonic strwhra, forming a generally uniform stntcrtual pattern. Some of the measured fauIt systems are observed across
the whole area (e.g, system R1or S1), while the others axe Iocal
(i.c. Rz or S?). Therefore detailed analysis of small faults
identified areas with a more or less complicated evolution of

Fig. 12. Examplcs of diagrams o f w c r s c ( A X ) and normal (D-F) fault
data scts: A -systcrn R2of conjugate rcvcrsc faults, formcd during local
N-S compression, B-onc sct of rcvcrsc faults (systcrn Rj), formcd during
SW-NE compression, C -cxamplc of subhorizontal thrust surfacc, D system N, of stecply dipping normal faults, formcd during SF-NW cxtcnsion, E-systcm N2of normal faults, formcd during SW-NE cxtcnsion, F
-sptcm Njof normal faults, formcd during N-S cxtcnsion
For other cxplanations sec Pig. 2

I
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Krosna beds: lower

middle-

upper 0

Fig. 13. Schematic cross-scction through thc invcstigatcd arcashowing thc
gcornctq of main (regional) folds and ovcrthrust

Phase ma.Overthn~stsand reverse faults of system R2in a
sires field characterisedby al,
oz-horizontal, cr3 -vmical.
Phase Hlb. Strike-slip faults of system S2, Iocally reactivating dextral faults of system S1 ( I I b , ) or two neofomed sets
(1[lb2)
in a s a s s field characterised by GI,cq -horizontal, 02

-vertical.
The following phase is linked with the activity of simple
shear (Fig. 14):
Phase TV.Strike-slip faults of system Sf, longitudinal or diagonal, in a stress field cbaracterised by al,0-3 -horizontal, ~2
- vertical. Opening of fractures and mineralisation of the
dexkal set of system S1 also tookplace d~uingthis phase. This
would point to a predominance of dextral movement along
overthrusts.
Phases V and VI are linked with the post-orogenic heave of
the Cqathians in a stress fieId characterisedby 01 -vertical,
02, ~3 -horizontal (Fig. 141,
SF,-NW extension:
Phase V.Transverse normal faults from system N1 possibly due to local (in the SW)extension along directions parallel
to the overthmsts. Locally the faults have reactivated faults of
system S,.
SW-NE and N-S extension:
Phase VI. Normal faults of system N2 and N3,which were
developed as the youngest faulting event
REGIONAL REVIEW

The first phase of faulting is very common across the whoIe
Polish Outer Carpathians though reverse faults Corm4 during
variable orientationsof compression. For example, in the western part reverse faults originated during NNW-directed thrusting (Decker et a]., 1997), which lasted from the
Eocene/OligoceneLIPto Early Miocene times. In the Romanian
Carpathians in tum,the first tectonic event was characterised

Fig. 14. Main stagcs of development of tbc huIt pattcm in tRc study arca
wit11 cxamplcs of diagrams and strcss rcgimcs
Axial plancs of main anticlines andovcrthmts arc shewn;for othcr cxplanations for symbols scc tcxt
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Fig. 15. Local stages of development of thc fault pattttcrn fomcd during N-S compression

by WSW-ENE directed shortening of Middle Miocene age
(Manke and Bertotti, 2000). In the study area reverse Eaults of
system Rr,which formed during SW-NE compression, typical
of the eastern segment of the Polish and probably Ukrainian
Outer Carpathians, ocnu. They were probably formed in Farly
to Middle Miocme times.
Development of canjugate strike-slip faults, similar to
those from the second phase, was also observed in the whole
arc of the Polish Carpathiansand postdates the formation of reverse and thrust faults. These were also fotmd d~ningcompression, the direction of which varies from SSE-NNW in the
west, through N-S in the central part, to SW-NE in the east of

the Polish Outer Carpathians. Similar hke-slip Eaults were observed in the Romanian Carpathians, though they originated
during a NNESSW compressional went in Late Miocene-Early Pliocene times wanteo and Bcrtotti, 2000),so the
coinpression in the area investigated took place probably between the Middle and Late Miocene.

Observed dextral skdc~slipmovements along preexisting
thrust planes were noted only in the eastern part of the Outer
Carpathians (to the east of P~apradriver) and within inner parts
ofthe orogen. On the ather hand, in the western part, sinistral
movements prevail. Such architecture suggests thmsting of the
cmtral part of the Polish Outer Carpathians northwards. This
cot~ldh v e taken place during post-Middle Miocene times
(Decker et al., 1999).
Extensional phasa are the most problematic, differing in
evolution in particrllar parts of the Cqathians. They corild indicate areas with smaller or larger amplitudes of post omgenic
have.
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